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A number of readers of  \2]  have written the author Inquiring 

about the possibility of generalizing the results presented there» 

It therefore seemed worthwhile to prepare the present brief note 

indicating how some of the results in [2] can be generalized. 

Lot x^, x , »,., xK b© K random variables»  Let us denote 

the expected value of x, by ECx,) = X.  , the variance of x, 

by Vj  , and the square of the coefficient of variation of x^ 

by VJAJ ■ 0«  " (Fo*  the sake of simplicity, w© assran© that 

X. ^ 0  , although some of the  results presented do not require 

this assumption,,) We shall malro nse of the simple Identity 
K        K       K K 

(i) 11   x, = TT   x,   TT   ( o.,+ i) = TT (A. + x,)    , 
i=i   1    i«i    x  1=1       1 1=1   1     1 

where     öj = (xi  - 
x^/xi    and   ^i "  ^xi " xi^     •    If tha    *i 

are mutually independent, we  find using identity   (1)  that the 
K 

variance of x.     will be  equal  to 
1=1 

* r K       2 K       2 K 2    r K 
(2)     V( x.)= E] X- I' - X    = X- (G,   +  1)   -  1 

1=1     1       (i=i   x)     i=i    i     i=i     1  Li-i 

which can also be written as 

(3) •P>I&%4& tk^tUWH SU»,^-^' 

1=1 Al F v i=.i2Vi21=.l2.i3Vi2V- ••4<,l0^•••0* 



'?.' 

whore the  summation. 
1-. »lp»»«• »3 

, Ls over all values of 

1-^ =j= i2 4= io o.« + ls ranging over 1,2, «,., K , and where 

I I Is the product over the K-S values different 
JT---^ »Ip*     •••»    *S 

fron the    S    values     l*,].^,  0 ^ c ?  is     0    Equation  (3)   hero  is a 

generalization of equations   (2)  and   (1$)   In   {z]   and equation   (a) 

ln   C?];  equation   (2)  hers   appeared earlier  in   (jQ   where  it uas 
K 

used  to  study  the  caao where  the  disti-lbutlon of   \\    x,     was 
1=1     1 

{approximately) logarithmic-normal« 
K > 

'.JO  not^r present an unbiased estimator or    VC]-:    x.) 1/l 

1=1    i 

based on imbiaaed estimators,    :;,     and    v,      , of    X,     and    7-     ^ 

respectively,  where    x.     Is  the  aanple maan and    v.     Is   bhe 

sample va-'ianco   in a aample of    n..     observations  each having 

mean    Xj    and variance V. (1=1,2,.. o ,K)     c     Whan  the     K    aamplos 

(1=1,2,  •••, K)     are mutually independent 3  we  find that 

K K K 

(i^) v(TTx-)= TT (v.+z.) -17», 
1=1 1    1=1  1  •L     1=1  x 

= TT   [x! + ^(nj.D/nJ   - IT    [^ - vj/nj^ 

K . 
Is  an xmblased estimator of    V( | I    x.)     ,     whore     z.^x,   -v./n, 

1=1     1 1111 
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2       2 
'Phis follows  from the fact  that    ECx^-X    ■ V./n.     .    Equation 

(U)  here  is a generalisation of equation   (5)   in   [2]      . 

The  caao vjhere  the    x.     aro   not mutually independent is 

more  complicabed.     From identity   (1)  we   see  that the variance 
K 

of   Tl x*   is 

i=l   x 

(5) 
K 

v(Tl 
1=1 

K K 

X,) 
TT       2 I    TT     . 

I       X4     E   < ( 04   + 1) 
■   L     { 1=1 J- 1=1 

-  B 

K 

= El    M   { 
1=1 x     j 

'•;here    H = E  i     i I    x, ^       and    D=Il/    I I    X. 
I  1=1    i 1=1     1 

The  special case of 

(5)  where    K = 2    was   studied  in   [2]     „     We now consider  the   case 

where    K =  3     „    By straightforward calculation, we  find that, 

when    K = 3     , equation   {^)  can to  rewritten n- 

(6) vdl x, )=TT x. 
1=1 1=1 

21 G  +(B-l)(3-3)+2_        E 
1=1 x T7*** 

3J     5k     6^^     (J,k/) 
12      3 1 

jhere the indices  j, k,-*  range over the values  0,1,2, and 

where h(J,k,-^ )  is a syimaetrle function of  Jjk,-/-  having 

the following values: 

0 for (3,k,^) = (0,0,0),(0,0,1),(0,1,1) 

/t ,   . ,    x 1 for (3,k,^) = (0,2,2),(2,2,2) 
h(J,k,-Z ) =  \ 2 for (j,k,^) = (0,1,2),(1,2,2) 

U for (j,k,^) = (1,1,1), (1,1,2)  o 
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Equation   (6)   here  la  a genorallzation of equation   (18)   in   [2], 

the  formula given  thers for the variance  of the  product of  two 

random variables   (not nocesnarlly  independent).     In the  same 

way that equation   (Iß)  uaa used  in   [2]   to deriva  other variance 

formulas  fcr various product eatimatora   (oag»,  equations   (20) 

and   (21)   ir    j 2]   ), equation   (6)   here   can also te   used  to  derive 

other varlonca fornulan  for product  estimators    .hero,  for example, 

three estlirators   (rather than two)   aro multiplied torrothor,     V.'e 

shall not  co  into  tlieso  deUaile   in  this brief ncte. 
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